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Mark Twain once said: 

“When everyone is looking for gold, it's a good time to be in the
pick and shovel business.” 

What does this look like in crypto? 🧵👇

Once a trend is recognized as real, money and talent races to capitalize on the emerging gold

rush. 

It’s difficult to figure out which of the companies that are chasing the trend will come out on

top, so an alternative is to invest in pick and shovel businesses.

A pick and shovel business delivers the underlying technology needed to produce a good or

service instead of producing the final output. It is a way to invest in an industry without

having to precisely identify end-game winners with precision.
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And since the crypto space is evolving rapidly, the challenge of identifying companies that

will become dominant winners in the future is a daunting task.

Rapid technological innovation + an unknown adoption cycle + low barriers to entry + an

explosion of startups = Confusion

But there is a technological foundation that powers the entire trend. 

The foundation is here now and it will be here in all futures. 

The foundation is built on top of blockchain technology. 

And all blockchains have nodes that need to be managed.

Any entity building web3 enabled products or features needs to read/write information

to/from a blockchain. To do so, you need to run a “node” which is what enables access to the

blockchain. You can do this yourself or you can pay a service to do it for you.

A node is simply a computer (with a specific software) that participates in the blockchain

network. But there are very specific software and hardware requirements to run a node.

The software is called a “client” and is continuously synchronizing with the blockchain and

provides the data from the blockchain in a specific API format that’s used for blockchain

communication. There is a lot of data passed and stored and plenty of ways to screw this up.

Investing in a node management company is a macro bet on continued blockchain activity

rather than a bet on a specific use-case or a specific blockchain network. 

What you do have to believe is much more basic.

You have to believe that companies will continue to read/write to blockchains. 

You have to believe that the company you’re investing in has world class node management

capabilities. 

And you have to believe that customers will choose their provider based on performance

metrics.



• • •

Today, @QEDInvestors announced an investment in @QuickNode, a top player in the node

management category. They have many blue-chip web3 customers, a growing list of Fortune

500 web2 customers, and their performance stats are undeniably world class. 

QuickNode Raises $60M Series B To Further Blockchain Adoption
We’re beyond excited to announce that we’ve raised $60M in a Series B round led
by 10T to further power global blockchain adoption.

https://blog.quicknode.com/quicknode-raises-60-million-in-series-b-funding/

The @QEDInvestors crypto team (myself, @cplimon and @TheAdamsConrad) is incredibly

excited to work with the @QuickNode team to build a world class company that serves web2

and web3 companies building products on top of Blockchain technology. 

Onwards and upwards!
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